DECOR
SUMMER PASTEL SHOPPING
recommendations for you by
stine albertsen

J39, Fredericia Furniture: The People’s Chair design by Børge Mogensen is a classic chair in long lasting quality.
Lindsey Hampton Ceramic: Lindsey Hampton is a great artist from Vancouver, Canada, with focus on ceramic and print design.
The London Collection Summer edition by LARA BOHINC for Skultuna: An elegant design from Swedish Skultuna.
Perfect for summer table and summer evenings.
Ele Villa by Rock and Pebble: A playhouse in solid birch plywood.
Lomonto Dalton Vase : Vase with black coated aluminium base and three rings in black and white coated aluminium.
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The trend is currently that we should use
recycled materials in the decor and decorating with vintage pottery.
The bright pastel colors are perfect to mix
with the ancient ceramics. Bring light into
the home using colors in the decor.
I have found my top teen products in white and light colors. Find your color or colors. And then think in materials. Is it good
craftsmanship that lasts. No more throwing out. Now we recycle, use interior from
our parents’ time and buy quality products
that can go on to our children.
I have found ten products which I think
meet modern trends. See my top ten summer interior!

Miffy lamp by Mr. Maria: This year we celebrate Miffys 60th anniversary, and the sweet figure is still very popular, especially as a decorative lamp
for the nursery.
Ment Cup: Curved cup in dyed porcelain from Norwegian Ment.
Elkeland Wllhanging: The beautiful handmade wallhanging from Elkeland, made from 100 % merino wool and copper.
PETSTOOLS Daisy, by Hanna Emilie Ernsting for Petite Furniture: I fell in love when I saw Daisy at a design fair. A creative and playful stool that is
not only decorative in the nursery, but that may be a humorous element in any room.
Novel Cabinet Makers Triangle reflection mirror: Mirrors in geometrical simplicity. Reflection mirrors from Novel Cabinet Makers come in various
shapes, and can advantageously be mixed into a graphic and beautiful mirror Wall.

